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About This Game

In The Chemist, working hard and managing your resources well is as important as making the right decisions about your life
and your work. Making the best out of the contracts and the resources available to you, you’ll find yourself creating recipes for
all sorts of different liquids and finding answers to your questions like “what would happen if my fruit soda could also be used
as a soap?”. As you get more and more famous, certain companies with grand plans for the world may start watching your steps

- should you choose to deal with them, you’ll witness the results of your actions shape the world. And whenever the stress
becomes too much to bear, you can always throw around some flasks and watch them shatter to pieces; or just take out the trash.

It’s good for your soul. Bad for paying the rent.

Mix and earn: Choose from hundreds of different contracts, be it an AC cleaner or a soy sauce recipe, and progress through the
story as you make both a living and a name for yourself.

There are also some...particularly shady concoctions that you can make a huge profit from. If you're the risky type, try to master
the dark side of chemistry right down in your basement!

Don’t be afraid to try new things! A tasty motor oil, a hot pepper flavoured cake cream; why not! Be mindful though, when
you’re creating a shaving gel recipe that can also be used for...other purposes, things may get out of hand rather quickly.
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Event based gameplay : Your decisions will have consequences. It may be about your private life, your career, or even the fate
of the world. The rich content of events will keep surprising you. By rich we mean, as of now, close to 800. Just don't ask how

we came up with them...

There is always a mastermind plan brewing. You’ll catch the eye of some very powerful companies as they try to make the world
a better place or simply to take advantage of you. Whatever their goals, your dealings with them will change the world in an all

too visible way.

Use your resources wisely: outright completing a contract may not always be to your benefit. You may have to save up on some
particular resources as their prices rise up due to seasonal storms or the president’s digestion problems...
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Title: The Chemist
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
tensixfour Creative
Publisher:
tensixfour Digital
Release Date: 3 Nov, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2.6GHz Dual Core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 2GB GTX560 or AMD Radeon HD 6950

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 3 GB available space

English
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Challenging and solid but worth the effort?
Reign: Conflict of Nations - A game of " what ifs?"
Its there to offer gamers interested in historical eastern Europe a Strategy game -unlike fantasy worlds this is a harsh climate,
the struggle is almost constant but not the fault of its game mechanics. It is missing minor production values and nuances of
older games than itself but overcomes this through its choice of nations and almost endearing ruleset.

I do have to admit that the GUI and Stain Glass\/Manuscript art is genuine and of quality. The game knows what it is implying
and does so directly without notice of any shortcomings. To relive the Renaissance and Reformation era as Monarch\/Head of
State of an Eastern European Principality with very accurate names and maps is done adequetely.
 Its where the game ends is the drop off. At 1650 the game ends with one popup window describing my loss due to not being as
formidable as other leaders, a pity since I was established at top ranking of every nation on the statistics window in game of
every category, OK I wasn't maxed out at Diplomatic relations, that is because I had taken over half the map and ran out of
people to truance with. In my mind...I won.

First the dissapointment of doing all this hard work with nothing to show, not even a summary throughout the years. I had
lasting family dynasties, many brutal conflicts, trustful allies, great enemies, miserable generations, fascinating trades. Not even
a list of every leader I had, at least, in a time frame would have let me remember fondly my hours into it.
The game also misses some points when - someone dies of say,old age. They sure tell you someone has passed away, but who it
was and what their duties were in your vast empire, are up to you to remember where you positioned them, needing to check if
there is a deficiency in your nation and replace him. The names sound alike over the years and portaits are reused. Confusing.
 Great Music sticks with you throughout the day, and classical guitar. Only a handful of songs play throughout complementing
the state of your province, they are good\/great - I claim great.

The game is simply simple that meanders into deep engaging and addictive gameplay. I am a fan. High difficulty in that most
everything has a cause and effect. Want to boost farming? well be ready to lose out on gold and research for around 6 seasons.
Want to buff Research for some seasons, well every other nation gets some too. Things conflict. This is where I now see my
misfortunes in my personal game. Poland, historically suffered tragedy in the timeline when this game nears its end. I should
have devoted more time at the start of my campaign in the spread of my empire as there was impossible odds against my nation
from constant robbers, and instant takeovers by rebel nations and dark times on the regular after roughly the late 1500s. That is
the type of attention to detail that I respect from this thought provoking experience. What if this game had a higher budget? I
am leaning towards the developers putting out precisely the game they had envisioned.

Pros:
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Music
Graphics\/Map
Simple battle control
Historical accuracy
Different troops per region
Highly replayable - each country should have it's own agenda
Nice damage system, regain health at city - red,orange,yellow,green - combine units
High maintenance
Art direction - Manuscript painting
Get lost in the cultural significance overshadows some mechanics are half baked

Cons:
Charachter models are simple
Sometimes hard to click on model because it is behind something.
Too simple battles
High maintenance
Defineltely needs a journal because mission tab does not have any other messages to keep track of other countries at war etc.
Nuances that needed to be implemented,which have detracted from its own originality. See the diplomat screen's lack of info
Regiments do not regen health in villages

I guess I could say most of the faults could be a primitive aspect such as the time period of the game itself. But thats not the type
of 4th dimensional gaming I prefer. But I kind of believe that a power hungry monarch really had no reason to keep tabs on
diplomatic relations all the way across the map. In a way this is similar to old style CRPGs, and drawing your own dungeon
maps on graph paper. If you really want to recall information, it is given to you, but only for a brief moment so take notes.. Nice
game, just finished it
+ Love the music, developer gives a player, really appreciated
+ Simple mechanics, no headaches (can be a minus)
+ Bug free
+ Some events are great

- No real story, more a funny presentation
- Static fights, even if you get used to it. The game has an amazing atmosphere. Graphics looks really nice, music is some nice
ambient. The gameplay itself is slow, but interesting, which is quite hard to achieve. The whole thing is some kind of surreal
experience with evolution. If you want to relax and you are looking for something soothing, look no further.. This is a great and
fun buy. I thought it would be lame , But I have become addicted . From killing zombies , Questing , Killing bosses And earning
Achievements.. Very good for the $.

Its a Mix of Borderlands killing and questing with a Zelda adventure type . Played in 3rd person view

Pros.
1. Good gameplay
2. Good Mechanics
3. Great Gfx in game
4. Good original story

Cons.
1. its odd the in game Videos dont look that good, but the Gfx in game are great.

8\/10. As a girl who likes robots, I give this game my ninja-like stamp of approval.. I tried the demo, played a few videos, and
was quite impressed with it.
I had a few other Media-Players installed on my computer, but right away I could notice better crispness, clarity and an overall
greater quality of the video and audio that I see and hear with Zoom Player. I like the simplicity and intuitive feel of the
controls, yet there are still a lot of options available that I can experiment with and set things to how I like. This will now be my
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default Media Player, and I'm glad to have bought the full version to help support the Developers of this high-quality software.

For a full list of features and comparisons of the different versions of Zoom Player, visit the following page: 
http://inmatrix.com/zplayer/pro/versions_home8.shtml

PS: As for the argument I see from some, "Why buy Zoom Player when there's plenty of free media-players available?".... Well,
call me strange, but I like to help support the Developers of programs I enjoy and use.

Yes, there's free media-players out there, but they also tend to have a "Donate" option some place on their website or an option
to upgrade to a Pro version. Plus, there's also a free-version of Zoom-Player that can be downloaded as well.. Fun puzzle
platformer where you find new tools. Each one of them adds an additional twist, and things start to get pretty complex before
long. Be prepared for hair loss.. This is very much what it looks like.
A PUBG rip-off.
There are quite a few bugs, so I'll list those here for the developers sake below the link.

Video for a couple games worth of gameplay:
https:\/\/youtu.be\/TJUIa00Vmuw
This is very much what it looks like.
A PUBG rip-off.
There are quite a few bugs, so I'll list those here for the developers sake:

Glitches that I have observed:
Enemies running into the blue to die.
Falling out of the Helicopter at the start for no reason.
Not being able to turn with the mouse at random times.
Not being able to pick up items with an open inventory.
Red Dot sight it not in the center.
Enemies vanish and reappear at random.
Trees have hitboxes twice their size.
Sounds randomly start and stop in vehicles.
Can shoot and walk normally underwater.
Grenades sometimes throw sideways for no reason at all.
Cars drive through walls when enemies drive them.
Three blue circles instead of one in Layers like an onion.
Weapons always show ammo on the right even when you are out.
When falling in parachute, the screen has a seizure.
White circles don't appear until you already have to start running at them.
Enemies don't notice you shooting them and stare at you creepily very often.
The blue circle shows in front of trees a lot.
Trees sprout as you approach them. (Bad for vehicles)
Items on ground do not appear in Tab menu.
Can't drop things after they are selected without putting them in your inventory first.
No one yells "China Numba One" In the Lobby.

These issues need fixed for sure.. Really creative use of VR!

Perhaps tone down the repeditivness of the Voice Over Guy when picking up coins, having accidents, ect. Have him say
something every X number of times instead of (what felt like) every time.

The wheelchair physics feel very good too. I have spent some time in wheelchairs myself as I used to work in Aged Care and
when I got lazy I would scoot around in a spare wheelchair. The oldies thought it was funny, haha. So the controls felt about
right, considering you can't actually feel the wheels in VR.

I enjoyed what I did play of this game. Unfortunatly the Motion Sickness hit me like the truck did in the first level. Only got
through 4 levels before I just couldn't keep going even with your patch to help with it.
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A did make a video of what I did play of it though. Sorry I couldn't play any more.
https:\/\/youtu.be\/hlR1qZvWrQI. As ever with my reviews, if you're only interested in the pros/cons, and whether or not you
figure the game might be something you enjoy, search for the ~tildes!~

Morph Girl; not a novel by K. A. Applegate, it is instead... Hmn.

The Steam Game, Morph Girl....
No, that's not quite right, either.

Morph Girl is a throwback to a lot of things - FMV games, a certain kind of shareware that left you feeling a little unnerved
even though it wasn't actually all that frightening, and the exploratory and experimental games of the late 80's and early 90's.

What it is not, despite some flourishes and obvious influences, is 'J-horror', a term that (like so many) means increasingly
different things, to increasingly large numbers of people; or in other words, very little. Those who know me know that a certain
series about a certain very angry ghost were really important to me, growing up; wonkiness and all, they remain something I
truly enjoy - and those novels and this game couldn't be further apart.

So, what is Morph Girl, then? If I had to classify it, I'd call it a kaleidoscopic game. Like magic lantern toys of old, it is a very
certain segment of a very specific point in the narrator's life.

To even discuss the plot would rob some of the best parts of Morph Girl from the audience, and so I'm only going to discuss it
in generalities.

Our narrator, Elana, is struggling with an incredible burden - the death of her wife, and the upcoming anniversary of that death.
How she reacts to it, events that unfold during the game...

Well, they aren't exactly shocking. But there is a constant, low-level of horror and unrest just around the corner which is - in
some ways! - even better than any outright scares.

I love visual novels, and one of the things I struggle with explaining to people who grew up with them as a normal genre is that
the very first few that were translated were of incredibly different genres, from porn to horror to teaching aide. And given that
most translations were questionable, at best, you never knew what might come around the corner. To this day, PC-98 style
graphics inspire a feeling of faint unease and excitement in my withered husk of a heart.

... Morph Girl really isn't a VN, though. Sure, it's built in Tyrano, but like the FMV games of the 90s, it exists in it's own sphere.
Which is good, I feel. If it were a VN, I'd have to dock it for being far too short; not in length, but in the amount of text present.

As it stands, Morph Girl uses brevity well. The terse prose combined with the - genuinely! - artful cinematic angles make that
uncertain feeling stand out well for most of the game.

But is it any good, you may ask?

... That's a more difficult question, so, as always, let's start with the cons.

So let's go over the pros and cons, starting with the cons, as is customary for me.

~Cons~

* Individual endings do not very tremendously, and while the little differences are striking, see pros... If you're expecting an
epic visual novel with multiple routes, that not really what this is.
* Some moments manage to be a little silly, even if you completely buy into the atmosphere (as I ended up doing).
* The experience is short, though - once again, see pros.
* Not a con for me, but player input is fairly low. If you need to have every strange experimental game you play have a knife-
juggling segment, well, I wish you luck finding your ideal game; but this won't be it.
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* I feel that Ren'Py might have executed some scenes/fullscreen support better, though I'm biased towards it, aha. But I did miss
being able to save more freely, even if the abruptness of the save menu was atmospheric in a way of its own...
* Some endings, especially a certain ending, can seem very abrupt. I've my theory about that one, too, but that's for the devs -
and I'll mention as much in a comment.

~Pros~

* Both the cinematography and the sound design are fantastic. Going in completely blind, I was surprised how good individual
shots were. Pay attention to the framing - you won't regret it.
* The core of the story is incredibly solid, and I'd say that for 80% of it, I was riveted, to the point that repeat playthroughs were
intensely enjoyable... Even with some engine resolutions parsing slower than others.
* As characters, the only two characters that are present are both believable and interesting. Elana's story unfolding was heart-
rending... Although I'd be really interested in seeing it from a different perspective.
* Not only are the 'hidden extras' cool, the use of FMV itself transitions well to a game. Even the way background ambience
transitions from scene to scene is really frikkin' cool and ends up making the atmosphere seem incredibly organic.
* Finally, and least import to me but still incredibly neat, the aesthetic stylings - and feeling of the whole thing being a cassette
tape - are done flawlessly. It would be easy to have phoned them in, but they remain consistently high-quality throughout.

~In closing~

Recommending things is hard. I know a lot of people won't appreciate Morph Girl, to be honest; there's a lot to struggle with,
and it's really not a traditional game... Or a traditional anything. So, I had to ask myself if I would recommend it, and I
absolutely would. Though it wouldn't work as a proper VN or perhaps even a FMV adventure game, as it's own thing, I heartily
enjoyed Morph Girl, even with the elements that didn't quite click for me.

I'd recommend it to people who are feeling listless, or like they're stuck in a rut; those who want to try something new without
breaking the bank, and don't mind something rather experimental. Those who enjoy brevity in their series, rather than multiple
seasons, fading in quality like static on a...

Ah.
Damn.

I wonder, what will be the equivalent of static, for future generations?

... Those I'd caution against a purchase would be players who are expecting a classic game, or even a classical visual novel -
those looking for a traditional tale of horror, and those who will only play it once and be done with it. You should probably play
it at least twice, even if you don't get all the endings.

Finally, I'd like to extend a gigantic thanks and tip of the reviewatorial (which is a word, I swear) hat to Malkavian; I never
would've known about this one without you. Hopefully, someday I can return the favour!

Comments for the developers below, they'll likely be a bit bland/spoilery.
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Game crashes upon running. No fix found.. A great Adventure where your actions change the way the game unfolds and results
in 1 of 3 endings. Instead of the usual good/evil choices the choices are more organic on what you do in the game world.. This
game is complete crap. Atmospheric and has a mix of Limbo + The Fall vibe but fails in delivering the rest - controls have some
issues but the biggest problem is that it's not fun and the "amazing" feeling stops in 60 secs.. ive been searching for this game for
6 years after playing the demo and i forgot all about it. Great Platerformer, Totally worth the 14 bucks! Loved this when it came
out, and the remaster is just as great, works well with 360 controller.. Primeiras observa\u00e7\u00f5es:
  Bem, vamos l\u00e1, por ser um game recente, ainda est\u00e1 incompleto (pouco mais de um m\u00eas lan\u00e7ado), quase
ninguem joga e isso meio deixou preocupado, fora que ficou mal otimzado no meu PC (i3 3120m, 4gb ram, intel HD Gpx
4000), Os mapas s\u00e3o bem pequenos e voc\u00ea tem uma sensa\u00e7\u00e3o de "Sou um gigante", voc\u00ea percebe
isso jogando no mapa da cidade. (Melhorem isso pessoal).

Jogabilidade:
  A Jogabilidade \u00e9 otima, bem precisa, comandos basicos (WASD).. s\u00f3 achei que faltou uma op\u00e7\u00e3o para
"crouch", e a mira podia ser sem aquela ''suaviza\u00e7\u00e3o", isso atrapalha um pouco na precis\u00e3o ao meu ver, mas ai
depende do jogador.

Graficos:
  S\u00e3o otimos, continuem assim, o ambiente \u00e9 bem cartoon, isso me deixou surpreso, as armas s\u00e3o
engra\u00e7adas, e bem inseridas no contexto cartoon :D Uma coisa que achei falha, \u00e9 que naquele mapa de uma "farm",
voc\u00ea encontra falhas em rochas, voc\u00ea ve o interior delas, consegui dar at\u00e9 uns tiros l\u00e1 dentro haha, e
novamente, voc\u00ea se sente ''grande'' na partida.

Apresenta\u00e7\u00e3o:
  Amei, realmente aquele "Boooom, Headshot" ficou espetacular, at\u00e9 cantei junto xD O Trailer \u00e9 bem feito :D

Conclus\u00e3o:
  \u00c9 um game bom pelo que notei, tem muito a melhorar, e espero que realmente tenha compensado meu investimento nesse
game, s\u00f3 precisa ser mais um pouco leve (pelo menos pra rodar no meu PC movido a lenha haha), Deixo aqui minha
pequena revis\u00e3o sobre o game.

Notas: 7\/10

Dicas\/Sugest\u00f5es para o game:

-Suporte para controle.
-Otimiza\u00e7\u00e3o nos graficos para funcionar em PC's mais convencionais.
-Mais divulga\u00e7\u00e3o, afinal, o game \u00e9 otimo e preciso de apoio das pessoas.
-Um arsenal de armas maior
-N\u00c2O coloquem sistema de Cash (Pay to win), se n\u00e3o v\u00e3o estragar o game :\\
-Skins para os personagens seria uma boa ideia! :D
-Um modo de jogo focado em COOP, de repente um Puzzle talvez seria bem interessante.
-Mais uma vez, aumentem a escala do mapa e dos objetos em cen\u00e1rio, me sinto uma Smurf Fuzileiro jogando. xD

Translate to PT-BR (por strikergamesyt 04:10 07\/08\/16).. If you like the game Rock, Paper, Scissors you will like this.

A comical setup of characters and upgrades/gear for your characters make this one of those sort of games where a simple
gameplay can be fun.

Lots of variety and game modes make this quite addictive.

Good quick matchmaking.. This game is going to hit you right in the feels.
Especially if you going for that ferrets road, that ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥.
All in all an amazing game loved it 1000000000/10.. Works right out of the box, and the lua files are easy to edit.
Recommended!
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David Slade Mysteries - Memories Of The Past Story Reveal Teaser Trailer NOW LIVE!:
Hello All;

I am excited to post the Story Reveal Teaser Trailer for you all to watch. The FULL TRAILER is coming soon I promise :) Just
working hard on the game, so more very soon.

Thanks so much.

- The Dev. Apartment 202 Prologue Chapter NOW INCLUDED!:
Hello all;

As some of you may know there was some buzz around a crucial part of the story that was not going to be included in the initial
release of DSM. Well I am very excited to let you all know that APARTMENT 202 is now finished and in the game! So yes it
will come with DSM at launch, and it sheds further light into David's past, APT 202 events take place 5 years prior to the core
game story line but I felt it needed to be told from the get go!

I also replaced ALL of the old media with new screen captures that show APT 202 as well as some game play elements of the
main game! :)

Be sure to keep an eye open for a game trailer soon!

Thanks so much for your time.

- The Solo exhausted dev ;)

PS: Check out the games menu and how to play instructions.
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